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1 CAN OPEN 

 

Name Description Min Max Default UM Scale 

ID_CANOPEN P162 - CAN BUS node ID 1 127 1  1 

CANOPEN_BAUD_SEL C48 - CAN Baud rate 

Range 

0  1 

0 1 M 

2 500 k 

3 250 k 

4 125 k 

5 50 k 

6 20 k 

7 10 k 

EN_FLDBUS_REF 
E47 - Enable FIELD-BUS 
reference values 

0 1 0  1 

PRC_T_REF_FLDBUS D69 - Fieldbus Torque reference -400 400 0 % MOT_T_NOM 40.96 

PRC_T_MAX_FLDBUS 
D71 - Fieldbus Torque Max 
reference 

-400 400 0 % MOT_T_NOM 40.96 

PRC_SPD_REF_FLDBUS D75 - Fieldbus Speed reference -100 100 0 % MOT_SPD_MAX 163.84 

SPD_REF_PULS_FLDBUS 
D78 - Fieldbus Speed Reference in 
Pulses 

  0 Pulses per Tpwm 1 

PRC_APP_T_REF 
D10 - Torque reference value 
(application generated) 

-100 100 0 % MOT_T_NOM 40.96 

PRC_APP_T_MAX 
D32 - Maximum torque limit by 
application 

-100 100 0 % MOT_T_NOM 40.96 

PRC_APP_SPD_REF 
D33 - Speed reference (application 
generated) 

-100 100 0 % MOT_SPD_MAX 163.84 

PRC_APP_T_MIN 
D48 - Minimum torque limit by 
application 

-100 100 0 % MOT_T_NOM 40.96 

PRC_APP_FRQ_SPD_REF 
D14 - Frequency speed reference 
value (application generated) 

-100 100 0 % MOT_SPD_MAX 163.84 

EN_SYNC_REG 
C23 - Enable CANOpen SYNC 
traking loop 

0 1 0  1 

SYNC_REG_KP 
P11 - CanOpen SYNC loop 
regulator Proportional gain 

0 200 5  1 

SYNC_REG_TA 
P12 - CanOpen SYNC loop 
regulator lead time constant 

0 20000 400  1 

SYNC_DELAY 
Delay from SYNC reception to 
Speed routine execution 

  0 us 1 

PWM_SYNC_OFFSET PWM offset for SYNC delay control   0 pulses 1 

STATE_SM Actual states of the state machine   0  1 

CYCLE_TIME 
Can open: Cycle period in us (Obj 
0x1006) - EtherCAT: Sync0 cycle 
time in ns 

  0  1 

MAPPING_CONFIG 
U03 - Select the mapping 
configuration 

0 32767 0 Hex 1 

PDO_MAPPING 
PDO mapping - the value is 
configured with MAPPING 
CONFIG 

  0 Hex 1 

BO_CAN_MOD 
Bus-off status. If 1 the CAN 
module is in bus-off status 

  0  1 

REC_CAN_MOD CAN receive error counter   0  1 

TEC_CAN_MODE CAN transmit error counter   0  1 
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1.1 CONFIGURATION OF THE NODE   

The drive configuration as CAN node includes the use of the following customer parameters ( of 
conventional use ): 
 

Name Description Min Max Default 

ID_CANOPEN P162 - CAN BUS node ID 1 127 1 

CANOPEN_BAUD_SEL C48 - CAN Baud rate 

Range 

0 

0 1 M 

1  

2 500 k 

3 250 k 

4 125 k 

5 50 k 

6 20 k 

7 10 k 

 
These parameters must be  rightly configured and saved in the permanent memory of the drive 
(C63=1). At start up these data are considered and  become operating. 

 

1.2 CONFIGURATION OF THE COMMUNICATION OBJECTS   

The configuration of the communication objects CAN OPEN DS301 can uniquely be done via CAN. 
At first switch on, the drive is a non-configured node which satisfies the “pre defined connection set”  
for the identifiers allocation; for this, the following objects are available: 
rx SDO with COB-ID = 600h + ID CAN node (parameter P162) 
tx SDO with COB-ID = 580h + ID CAN node 
an emergency object with COB-ID = 80h + ID CAN node 
NMT objects (Network Management) : in broadcast (COB-ID=0) for Module Control services and 
COB-ID = 700h + ID CAN node for Error Control. 
The SYNC object in broadcast with COB-ID = 80h 
With the SDO available, the drive can be totally configured as CAN node and only after the 
communication objects can be saved in the permanent memory using the proper command “store 
parameters” (1010h)” on the Sub-Index 2. 
Also the object “restore default parameters (1011h)” Sub-Index 2 is managed to load all the default 
communication objects and to save them automatically in the permanent memory (switch off and then 
on the drive to make objects operating ). 

1.3 MANAGED SERVICES 

 

1.3.1 Service Data Object (Sdo)   

SDO are used to access the objects dictionary. In our implementation a maximum of 4 server SDO 
can be available which can be configured with the following objects: 
 
             1200h  1st server SDO parameter 
             1201h  2nd server SDO  parameter 
             1202h  3rd server SDO parameter 
             1203h  4th server SDO parameter 
 
The transfer mode depends on the length of the data to be transferred : up to 4byte data length, the 
modality expedited is used as it is simple and immediate; for bigger size objects the modality 
segmented and block are both supported. See the specific Communication Profile DS301 for having 
details on the different transmission modes; hereinafter are written only some peculiarities of our 
implementation:  

• a writing access to SDO must indicate the number of significant  byte (data set size) 

• the writing data by SDO is liable to the same rules ( drive state, keys, tolerated range…) 
seen for the other modalities of parameters modify (serial and keyboard). 

• If SDO are structured in more segments, the drive will start writing the data at the indicated 
address with the first segment, without using a temporary buffer 
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• A controller is intended to avoid that two SDOs access the same object  at the same time. 

• With the transmission in block modality, the computation of CRC and the “Protocol Switch 
Threshold” are not supported. 

• It is possible to set the block size of the SDO Block Download service at the address 2000h 
of the objects dictionary, in the manufacturer specific section. 

1.3.2 Process Data Object (Pdo)    

PDO are used for the data exchange in real-time in the objects dictionary that supports this function. 

1.3.3 Transmit Pdo   

In our implementation up to a maximum of 4 TPDO can be configured with the following objects :  
1800h  1st  Transmit PDO Communication parameter    
1801h  2nd  Transmit PDO Communication parameter    
1802h  3rd Transmit PDO Communication parameter    
1803h  4th  Transmit PDO Communication parameter 
the 5 Sub-Index related to every type of TPDO are all managed : it is possible to set the transmission 

type (see the following table), the inhibit time with 100s resolution and the period of the event timer 
with  1ms resolution 
 

transmission type PDO transmission 

0 
Acyclic synchronous: data are transmitted every SYNC received only if its value is 
changed from previous message.   

1-240 
Synchronous and cyclical:  the number indicates how many SYNC are in between 
two following transmissions 

241-251 ---------- reserved -------------------------- 

252 Data are refreshed and sent at the following RTR when the SYNC is received  

253 
Data are refreshed and sent when the RTR is received (remote transmission 
request)  

254 
Event timer : cyclical transmission with a period time settable in ms in the Sub-
Index 5 

255 Manufacturer specific : it is settable time by time 

 
 
Note: in the transmission type 255, it is possible to choose on which event the TPDO transmission 
works. The event choice can be effectuated only during the compiling the software code. 
The TPDO mapping can be dynamically  effectuated by rightly configuring the following 
communication objects:    
         1A00h  1st Transmit PDO Mapping parameter 
         1A01h  2nd Transmit PDO Mapping parameter 
         1A02h  3rd  Transmit PDO Mapping parameter 
         1A03h 4th  Transmit PDO Mapping parameter 
the PDO mapping must be done by following these instructions:             

1- the number of the mapped objects in Sub-Index 0 must be equal to zero 
2- the addresses of all mapped objects must be configured 
3- the correct number of mapped objects in the Sub-Index 0 must be     

indicated 

1.3.4 Received Pdo   

In our implementation a maximum of 4 RPDO can be configured with the following objects: 
      1400h  1st Receive PDO Communication parameter 
      1401h  2nd Receive PDO Communication parameter 
      1402h  3rd Receive PDO Communication parameter 
      1403h  4th Receive PDO Communication parameter 
The first 2 Sub-Index related to each RPDO are managed: in this way it is possible to set the 
transmission type: 
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transmission type PDO receiving 

0-240 
synchronous: when the following SYNC is received, the values received on 
the RPDO will be activated.  

241-253 ---------------------------- reserved -------------------------- 

254 Asynchronous: the values received in the RPDO are immediately activated.  

 
The RPDO mapping can be dynamically effectuated by rightly configuring the following 
communication objects: 
                
           1600h  1st Receive PDO Mapping parameter 
           1601h  2nd Receive PDO Mapping parameter 
           1602h  3rd Receive PDO Mapping parameter 
           1603h  4th Receive PDO Mapping parameter 
RPDO mapping must be executed by following the next directives as well: 
Set the number of mapped objects in Sub-Index 0 to be equal to zero 
Configure the addresses of all mapped objects 
 Indicate the correct number of mapped objects in Sub-Index 0 

1.4 EMERGENCY OBJECT (EMCY) 

The emergency object is transmitted by the drive when a new enabled alarm comes trough or when 
one or more alarms are reset. The Emergency telegram is made by 8 byte as shown in the following 
table: 

 

Byte 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

meaning 

Emergency 

Error Code 

Error 

register 

Manufacturer specific 

alarms LSB –MSB 

 
In our implementation only two codes of the error code are implemented :    
 00xx  = Error Reset or No Error 
 10xx  = Generic Error  
Speaking of the Error register (object 1001h), the following bits are managed corresponding to the 
following alarms: 

 
Bit Meaning Corresponding alarms 

0 General error all 

1 Current A3  

2 Voltage A10 - A11 -A13 

3 temperature A5 - A6 

 
In Manufacturer specific the bytes 3 and 4 are assigned with the state of the various alarms of the 
drive, and byte 5 is the alarm sub-code. Further 2 bytes for the transmission of possible other user’s 
data are available. 
The management of 1003h “pre-defined error field “ object memorises the chronology of the alarm 
events (from start up of the drive) up to a maximum of 32 elements. 
At every new alarm event 4 bytes are memorised, 2 are mandatory and correspond to the Error 
Code; the other 2 are Manufacturer specific and in our specific case correspond to the state of all the 
drive alarms. 
 
                           MSB                                                                LSB 

Additional information Error code 

alarms MSB alarms LSB Error code MSB   Error code LSB 
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1.5 NETWORK MANAGEMENT OBJECTS (NMT) 

This function allows the NMT master to check and set the state to every NMT slave. 
All the services of Module Control and also the Node Guarding Protocol which uses the COB-ID = 
700h + ID CAN node are implemented: this allows the slave to communicate that the bootup ended 
and the pre-operational modality is active, thus the master can interrogate the different slaves with an 
RTR. 
The Life guarding function is implemented as well: the drive (NMT slave) can be set up by the 
objects: 
 

 
100Ch Guard time in ms        
100Dh Life time factor  (multiplier factor)     
 
 
 
Life guarding is enabled only if life time Node is different to zero; in this case the check-up starts after 
having received the first RTR from the NMT master. 
The Communication profile DS301 doesn’t decide which action it has to start if the time constrain of 
life guarding hasn’t been respected. It’s possible to decide how to act, during the firmware 
compilation step. By default, no action is done. 

1.6 OBJECTS DICTIONARY : COMMUNICATION PROFILE AREA 

The following objects of the communication profile are supported:  
 
 

Index (hex) Object Name Type Access 

1000 VAR Device type UNSIGNED32 Reading 

1001 VAR Error register UNSIGNED8 Reading 

1002 VAR Manufacturer status register UNSIGNED32 Reading 

1003 ARRAY Pre-defined error field UNSIGNED32 Reading 

1005 VAR COB-ID SYNC UNSIGNED32 Reading/writing 

1006 VAR Communication cycle period UNSIGNED32 Reading/writing 

1008 VAR Manufacturer device name Vis-String constant 

1009 VAR Manufacturer hardware version Vis-String constant 

100A VAR Manufacturer software version Vis-String constant 

100C VAR Guard time UNSIGNED16 Reading/writing 

100D VAR Life time factor UNSIGNED8 Reading/writing 

1010 ARRAY Store parameters UNSIGNED32 Reading/writing 

1011 ARRAY Restore dafault parameters UNSIGNED32 Reading/writing 

1014 VAR COB-ID EMCY UNSIGNED32 Reading/writing 

1015 VAR Inhibit Time EMCY UNSIGNED16 Reading/writing 

1018 RECORD Identity Object Identity (23h) Reading 

1200 RECORD 1st Server SDO parameter SDO parameter Reading/writing 

1201 RECORD 2nd Server SDO parameter SDO parameter Reading/writing 

 
 

their product yields the  Node life time 
note: node life time is internally saturated in the 
period time of 32767/fpwm sec. 
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Index (hex) Object Name Type Access 

1202 RECORD 3rd Server SDO parameter SDO parameter Reading/writing 

1203 RECORD 4th Server SDO parameter SDO parameter Reading/writing 

1400 RECORD 1st receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1401 RECORD 2nd receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1402 RECORD 3rd receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1403 RECORD 4th receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1600 RECORD 1st receive PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1601 RECORD 2nd receive PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1602 RECORD 3rd receive PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1603 RECORD 4th receive PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1800 RECORD 1st transmit PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1801 RECORD 2nd receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1802 RECORD 3rd receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1803 RECORD 4th receive PDO parameter PDO CommPar Reading/writing 

1A00 RECORD 1st transmit PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1A01 RECORD 2nd transmit PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1A02 RECORD 3rd transmit PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

1A03 RECORD 4th transmit PDO mapping PDO Mapping Reading/writing 

 

1.7 OBJECTS’ DICTIONARY : MANUFACTURER SPECIFIC PROFILE 
AREA 

The words reported in bold type can be mapped in PDO. 
 
Index 
(hex) 

Object Type Name Description Access 

2000 VAR INTEGER16 Block size SDO Block size Block Download Reading/writing 

2001 VAR DOMAIN Tab_formati Formats of the 200 parameters (P00…P199) reading 

2002 VAR DOMAIN Tab_con_formati Formats of the 100 connections (C00…C99) reading 

2003 VAR DOMAIN Tab_exp_int 
Formats of the 128 internal values 

(D00…D127) 
reading 

2004 VAR DOMAIN Tab_exp_osc 
Formats of the 100 monitor’s sizes (o00…o99 

see in real time graph) 
reading 

2005 VAR DOMAIN Tab_par_def Values of the default parameters (P00…P199) reading 

2006 VAR DOMAIN Tab_con_def Values of the default connections (C00…C99) reading 

200D ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_par  [200] Actual values of the parameters (P00…P199) reading/writing 

200E ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_con [100] Actual values of the connection (C00…C99) reading/writing 

200F ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_int [128] 
Actual values of the internal words 

(D00…D127) 
reading 

2010 ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_inp_dig[32] 
Actual values of the logical input’s functions 

(I00…I31) 
reading 
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Index 
(hex) 

Object Type Name Description Access 

2011 ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_out_dig[64] 
Actual values of the logical output’s functions 

(o00…o63) 
reading 

2012 ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_osc [100] 
Actual values of the checked words (o00…o99 

see in real time graph) 
reading 

2013 VAR UNSIGNED8 Inp_dig_connettore 
Logical status of the 8 inputs of the terminal 

board (physical input status) 
reading 

2014 VAR UNSIGNED8 ingressi_hw Logical status of the 3 inputs from the power reading 

2015 VAR UNSIGNED8 uscite 
Logical status of the 4 digit outputs (physical 

output status) 
reading 

2016 VAR UNSIGNED 32 Out_dig_appl Reading application outputs reading 

2017 VAR UNSIGNED16 stato Variable of the drive’s status reading 

2018 VAR UNSIGNED16 allarmi Drive alarms’ status reading 

2019 VAR UNSIGNED16 abilitazione_allarmi Mask for enabling drive’s alarms reading 

201A VAR INTEGER16 rif_fieldbus Speed reference in % of nMAX  in 16384 reading/writing 

201B VAR INTEGER16 limitrif_fieldbus torque limit in % di Tnom in 4095 reading/writing 

201C VAR INTEGER16 trif_fieldbus torque reference in % di Tnom in 4095 reading/writing 

201D VAR INTEGER16 theta_fieldbus Speed reference in electr. pulses x Tpwm reading/writing 

201E ARRAY INTEGER16 
Tab_dati_applicazio

ne [100] 
Actual values of the application parameters 

(E00…E99) 
reading/writing 

201F VAR UNSIGNED32 Inp_dig_field Logical inputs function by fielbus reading/writing 

2020 VAR UNSIGNED32 Inp_dig 
Actual values of the logical input’s functions 

(I00…I31)  
reading 

2021 VAR UNSIGNED32 Out_dig 
Actual values of the logical output’s functions 

(o00…o63)  
reading 

2022 VAR UNSIGNED16 word_vuota Unused Word reading/writing 

2023 VAR UNSIGNED32 double_vuota Unused Double word reading/writing 

2024 VAR DOMAIN Tab_formati_appl 
Formats of  application parameters 

(E00...E99) 
reading 

2025 ARRAY INTEGER16 
Tab_codice_allarmi[

16] 
Alarms subcode  reading 

2026 VAR UNSIGNED32 Quota_att Actual multi-turn position reading 

2028 VAR UNSIGNED32 letto Actual position on turn reading 

2029 VAR UNSIGNED32 letto_senza_top Actual incremental position on turn reading 

202A VAR INTEGER16 letto2 Actual second sensor position on turn reading 

202B ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_extra_int [70] Actual extra internal values reading  

202C ARRAY INTEGER16 Tab_comandi [12] Utilities commands (U00...U09) reading/writing 
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1.8 MAPPING_CONFIG 

This parameter configures the shown value on PDO_MAPPING parameter. MAPPING_CONFIG is 
used for diagnostic troubleshooting. The parameter is expressed in hexadecimal format. The Tab. 4.2 
shows the possible MAPPING_CONFIG value. 

Name MAPPING_CONFIG Description PDO_MAPPING 

0 h 0 h 0 h 0 h 

RxPDO 1 10 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

11 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

1x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

18 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

RxPDO 2 20 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

21 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

2x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

28 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

RxPDO 3 30 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

31 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

3x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

38 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

RxPDO 4 40 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

41 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

4x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

48 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

TxPDO 1 50 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

51 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

5x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

58 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

TxPDO 2 60 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

61 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

6x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

68 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

TxPDO 3 70 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

71 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

7x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

78 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 

TxPDO 4 80 h Number of mapped objects Visualizes the number of mapped objects 

81 h 1st mapped object  Visualizes the 1st mapped object 

8x h xth mapped object Visualizes the xth mapped object 

88 h 8th mapped object Visualizes the 8th mapped object 
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1.9 FORMAT 

 

1.9.1 Format Parameters Table (Tab_Format 2001h)   

This table is made by 800word (200*4) 4 words for each parameter : 

 
1st word : it defines the parameter typology, its internal representation and the number of decimal and 
integer digits which are shown up on the display. Each nibble has the following meaning: 
 
0x 0 0 0 0   (in hexadecimal) 
   

number of digits visualised in decimal 
                        number of digits visualised in integer 
                    internal representation : 

0 Direct value  

1 Percent of the base (100/base) 

2 Proportional to the base (1/base) 

3 Direct value unsigned 

4 Less significant word (32 bit Par) 

5 Most significant word (32 bit Par) 

                           Type of parameter:      
0 Not managed  

1 free (changeable on-line) 

2 Reserved  (changeable off-line + key P60) 

4 TDE (changeable off-line + key P99) 

For example: 
0x1231 → free parameter proportional to the base: the real value is = internal representation/base 
(4th word). 
2nd word : it defines the min. value admitted  in the internal representation of the parameter 
3rd word : it defines the max value admitted in the internal representation of the parameter 
4th word : it defines the representation base of the parameter 

 
example 1: (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’): 
1st word = 0x1131 
2nd word = 0000      free parameter in percent of the base: the real value is = (internal       
3rd word = 8190       representation divided by the base)*100 
4th word = 4095          
                                   if the current value is 1000→ (1000/4095)*100 = 24,4% 
                                   the variation range is included between 0 and 200% 
example  2 : (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’): 
 
1st word = 0x2231 
2nd word = 5              reserved parameter proportional to the base : the real value is   
3rd word = 1000        internal representation divided by the base 
4th word = 10 
                                  if the current value is 400→ (400/10) = 40,0% 
                                  the variation range is included between 0,5 and 100% 
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1.9.2 Format Connections Table (Tab_With_Formats 2002h)   

This table is composed by 400 words (100x4),  4words for each connection: 
1st word : it defines the type of connection ,its internal representation and the number of integer and 
decimal digits that will show up on the display. Each nibble has the following meaning: 
 
0x 0 0 0 0   (hexadecimal) 
 
  Number of digits visualised in decimal 
  Number of digits visualised in integer   
  Internal representation :      

0 Direct value   

1 Percent of the base (100/base) 

2 Proportional to the base (1/base) 

                            Parameter type:      
0 Not managed  

1 free (changeable on-line) 

2 Reserved (change off-line + key P60) 

4 TDE (change off-line + key P99) 

2nd word : it defines the min admitted value in the internal representation of the connection 
3rd word : it defines the max admitted value in the internal representation of the connection 
4th word : it defines the base of the representation of the connection (always 1) 
 
The internal representation is always the direct value. 
 
Example (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’) :  
 
1st word = 0x2020 
2nd word = 0               reserved connection : its value is included between 0 and 18 
3rd word = 18 
4th word = 1 

1.9.3 Format Extra Parameters Table (Tab_Format 2024h)   

This table is made by 1000word (200*5) 5 words for each parameter : 
1st word : it defines the parameter typology, its internal representation and the number of decimal and 
integer digits which are shown up on the display. Each nibble has the following meaning: 
 
0x 0 0 0 0   (in hexadecimal) 

 
  number of digits visualised in decimal 
                        number of digits visualised in integer 
                     internal representation : 

0 Direct value  

1 Percent of the base (100/base) 

2 Proportional to the base (1/base) 

3 Direct value unsigned 

4 Less significant word (32 bit Par) 

5 Most significant word (32 bit Par) 

 
                          Type of parameter:      

0 Not managed  

1 free (changeable on-line) 

2 Reserved  (changeable off-line + key P60) 

4 TDE (changeable off-line + key P99) 

For example: 
 
0x1231 → free parameter proportional to the base: the real value is = internal representation/base 
(4th word). 
 
2nd word : it defines the min. value admitted  in the internal representation of the parameter 
3rd word : it defines the max value admitted in the internal representation of the parameter 
4th word : it defines the representation base of the parameter 
5th word : it defines the default value of the parameter 
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example: (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’): 
 
1st word = 0x1131 
2nd word = 0000         free parameter in percent of the base: the real value is = (internal       
3rd word = 8190         representation divided by the base)*100 
4th word = 4095 
5th word = 4095   
                                   if the current value is 1000→ (1000/4095)*100 = 24,4% 
                                   the variation range is included between 0 and 200% 
         the default value is 100% 

1.9.4 Format Of Internal Values Table (Tab_Exp_Int 2003h)   

This table is composed by 64 words, one word for each internal value :  
 
1st word : it defines the representation of the internal values 
 
0x 0 0 0 0   (hexadecimal) 
 
             internal representation : 

1 Direct value to the power of…   
2 Percent with base 4095 

3 Percent with base 32767 

4 Percent with base 16383 

               
             
 
 
 
example 1 (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’) 
0x0002   internal representation of the value : percent of 4095. 
 For example if its value is 2040 → (2040/4095)*100 = 49,8% 
 
Example 2 (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’)  
0x0041  internal representation of the size : direct value  divided by 24 

 For example if its value is 120 → (120/24) = 7,5 
 

1.9.5 Format Of Monitor Values Table (Tab_Exp_Osc 2004h)  

This table is composed by 64 words, one word for each monitor value. 
1st word : it defines the representation of internal values : 
 
0x 0 0 0 0   (hexadecimal) 
 
  internal representation :         

2 Percent with base 4095 

3 Percent with base 32767 

4 Percent with base 16383 

                           
example 1 (hexadecimal if leaded by ‘0x…’): 
0x0003  internal representation of the  internal value: percent of 32767. 
              For example if its value is 5000 → (5000/32767)*100 = 15,2% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

signed 0 
unsigned 1 

Base 2 to the power of.... 

Base 10 to the power of.... 
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1.9.6 Management Of Speed Sensor (Hw_Software 2007h And Hw_Sensor 2008h)   

 
The two variables hw_software and hw_sensor can assume the following values : 

 
value Corresponding sensor 

0 --- none --- 

1 Incremental encoder  

2 Incremental encoder  +  Hall probes 

4 Resolver  

8 Sinuisoidal encoder Sin/Cos analog 

9 Sinuisoidal encoder Sin/Cos absolute analog 

10 Endat  

 
 
hw_software represents the managed sensor of the version of the drive firmware. 
hw_sensor represents the sensor managed by the feedback board mounted in the drive. 
 

1.9.7 Management Of Monitor (Objects From 2009h To 200ch + 2012h)   

 
These objects are related to the monitor of the drive internal values. 
K_zz (2009h) is the internal counter of the 2000 points circular buffer. 
Start_count If ≠0 it indicates that the trigger event set with C14 went off  
Tab_monitor_A (200Bh) and Tab_monitor_B (200Ch) are circular buffer where the internal values 
selected  by C15 and C16 are stored 
Moreover parameter P54,P55 and P56 are involved. P54 sets the sample time of the monitor( units = 
PWM period); P55 sets the post-trigger points; P56 sets the trigger level if this is effectuated on the 
monitored  internal values 
See the product documentation for detailing of the monitored internal values 
The object Tab_osc (2012h) is an array of 64 internal values with the most recent values of all the 
monitoring variables. In this way the single objects can be mapped as PDOs to keep under control 
the internal values of the drive. 

1.9.8 Input Logic Functions (Object 2010h, 2013h, 2014h, 2016h, 201fh, 2020h, 
2021h, 2022h)    

 
The management of the input logic functions is totally controlled via CAN. 
In the variable inputs (2013h) it is possible to read the status of the 8 input available in the terminal-
box in the less significant bit. The 8 logic input are configured by the C1-C8 connections, each one 
checking a particular input logic function.  
Standard input logic functions (I00 ÷ I28) 
The status of the 32 input logic functions is available in two different dictionary objects:   
the array Tab_inp_dig (2010h) in which it’s possible to read function by function using sub-index ( 
logic state 0 = low ; 32767 = high) and the 32 bit variable Ingressi_standard_rd (2021h) in which 
every bit is  related to the state of corresponding function. 
Via CAN it’s possible to set the status of the input logic functions: writing function by function with the 
array Tab_inp_dig_field (2016h) (0=low, 32767=high) or setting the state of all 32 logic functions 
writing the 32bit variable Ingressi_standard_wr (201Fh). 
The implemented logic provides that: 

- The 0 logic input function (drive switch on/off) is given by the logic AND of the different input 
channels : terminal board, field-bus and serial line 

- All the other logic functions can be set high by the logic OR of the different channels. 
At start up, Tab_inp_dig_field [0]=high : in this way if this value is never over-written, the drive can be 
controlled via terminal-board. 
 
Application input logic functions (I29 ÷ I63) 
The status of the 32 application input logic functions is available in the 32 bit variable 
Ingressi_appl_rd (2022h) in which every bit is  related to the state of corresponding function. 
Via CAN it’s possible to set the status of all application input logic functions writing the 32bit variable 
Ingressi_appl_wr (2020h). 
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The implemented logic provides that: 
- The 32 application input logic functions can be set via CAN 
- If one application input logic function is configured to a connector logic input, the physical 

state imposes the state of corresponding logic function.  

1.9.9 Output Logic Functions (Objects 2011h, 2015h, 2023h)   

Via CAN bus ,it is possible the monitoring the state of : 
- the status of the 4 logic outputs in the 4 less significant bits of the variable output (2015h) 
- the status of the 32 logic output functions in the array Tab_out_dig (2011h) using the sub-

index. Like the inputs logic levels are: 0=low and 32767=high 
- the status of all 32 output logic functions in the 32 bit variable Uscite_logiche_rd (2023h) in 

which every bit is related to the corresponding function  
 

1.9.10 Status Words (Objects 2017h, 2018 And 2019h)   

the object 2017h  is available as status word of the drive with the following meaning: 
 
 

 

Status 

15  0 

Drive status: 

0 = Stop 

1 = Run 

 1 

Operating: 

 0 = generator 

 1 = motor  

 2 

 Break :  

 0 = off ; 1 = on 

 5 

 1 = Alarm active 

 8  3 

 1 = Mains break 

  1 = Drive ready 

10 

 1 = Power switch 

on 

 
 

 
The object 2018h is available as the status of the different alarms of the drive bit by bit; for example, 
the status of A8 alarm is shown by the bit n.8 of the word. 
The object 2019h is the alarm enabling mask. Again the meaning is bit by bit. This variable is 
available as read only access ; see parameter P163 for read and write access. 

1.9.11 Control Reference Via Fieldbus (Object 201ah, 201bh,201ch And 201dh)  

These objects can be used to give: speed-reference, torque-reference, torque-limit to the drive. For 
doing this it is necessary to enable their management, setting C52=1.  
f_fieldbus (201A) = speed reference in percent of the max speed set. Base representation is equal 

to16384; thus 16384 is equal to 100%. 
Theta_fieldbus (201D) = speed reference in electric pulses per period of PWM, considering that 

there are 65536 pulses per revolution and that the term ‘electric’ means 
they must be multiplied by the number of polar pairs of the motor. 

Trif_fieldbus (201C) = couple reference in percent of the nominal torque of the motor. Base of 
Representation = 4095 : thus 4095 is = 100% 

 
Limit_fieldbus (201A) = torque limit in percent of the nominal torque of the motor ( it is in alternative 

to the other existing limits, the most restricted is the one that values). 
Representation base is 4095 : thus 4095 = 100% 
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